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                                                Elevate your restaurant business by relying on the industry's best POS service provider.
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                                                Elevate your salon business with OVVI’s feature-rich POS system and take your business to new heights.
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                                                        Elevate Your Salon with Our POS System. Streamline Appointments, Track Customers, Manage Inventory & Staff.
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                                                Grow your CBD Store with quality and reliable POS. OVVI offers a range of robust tools to transform your business.
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                                                We’re proud to work with clients who’re ready to embrace substantial changes in the business.
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                                                Read the latest updates to know how magnificently OVVI can make a difference to your business.
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                                                Refer your friends and get additional benefits. Is there someone looking for a reliable POS solution? Tell them about us and earn rewards.
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                                                Explore our flexible pricing plans tailored to meet your POS system needs, empowering your business.
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                                Do Smarter, 
Faster & Easier 
Business.

                                Boost your business with our fast and easy-to-use POS system. Master every module with minimum training. Our POS flawlessly integrates to our Ovvi cloud back office and the best part is all your data effortlessly syncs to the cloud and is accessible globally.

                                Get a Demo

                            

                        

                    

                

            


            
        


        
        
        
    





    
        
            
                The #1 most-reliable POS solution 
that keeps your business running
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                                        Good experience with Ovvi. Their hardware and software looks very modern. Back office is easy to navigate and our initial installation and training call was extremely thorough.
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                                        Had to speak with a member of the support team recently and was pleasantly surprised. They were clear and concise and answered all the questions I had. Highly recommended!!
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                                        We extensively use Possible POS restaurant software and we love how easy it is to operate. Our server and manager really like the software. Online reporting is excellent to manage our business.
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                                        We purchased this system over a year ago and we are looking to open up another two locations and will be using the same solution. This is a simple POS system for our gift shop and their multiple store access...
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                                        Very user friendly and easy to use. We were using Aloha for many years and switched to Ovvi last year. Initially we had some hiccups but Ovvi’s team were on top of our issues and resolved them in a timely manner...
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				Pick your industry and we will help you to pick your perfect POS System
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							Restaurant

							Feed your guests. Fuel your dreams.

						

						
							Explore More
							Get a Quote
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							Retail

							Sell in-store and online, effortlessly.

						

						
							Explore More
							Get a Quote
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				Integrate with your favorite tools in a few clicks

				
					OVVI has built extensive integration partnerships with multiple vendors to help your business thrive.
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				A Single restaurant / retail platform that works better together


				
					
						
							Better for Guests

							
								Delight your guests and increase spending by your regulars up to 30%

							

						

					

					
					
						
							Better for employee

							
								Help your team turn tables faster and run payroll in 30 minutes or less.

							

						

					

					
						
							Better for Business

							
								Grow online sales and reduce third-party commissions by up to 80%
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				Build your business on OVVI’s platform


					All-in-One
	Ovvi Go
	Kitchen Display System
	Self-Ordering Kiosk



				
				    
				        
				        	
				        		All-in-One

				        		
				        			Ovvi manufacturers its own POS solutions. Our All in one POS system which comes with 15.6” Touch Screen Wide screen display, Built in Thermal printer and 10” Customer display(optional) in the back. This sleek and savvy unit takes very little counter space, and the white/black color design looks very modern.

				        		

				        		
				        		
				        			Recommended for:

				        			
				        				OVVI’s all in one POS systems provide merchants with pretty much everything, bundled in one smartly designed configuration. You can customize the components; these systems generally incorporate a receipt printer, touch screen, magnetic stripe reader, and cash drawer.
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				        		Ovvi Go

				        		
				        			Take advantage of Ovvi’s mobile Tab solution that enables tables side ordering and payments.

				        				Full POS mode – Menus
	Table Layout
	Accepts EMV/NFC Payments
	Accepts Tips and split payments
	Prints Receipts
	Cash Discounting Available


				        		

				        		
				        		
				        			Recommended for:

				        			
				        				OVVI Go Tablet solutions are easy to learn and offer distinct features that streamline various back-office and front-end operations, such as order & inventory management for both in-store and online ordering. It improves Return On Investment and labor productivity of enterprises.
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				        		Kitchen Display System

				        		
				        			Very Robust and commercial grade kitchen display unit comes with

				        				Controller
	Bump Bar
	22” Display
	KDS Mounting Unit 
	Touch Screen Display ( Optional)


				        		

				        		
				        		
				        			Recommended for:

				        			
				        				Integrated with your POS system, a Kitchen Display solution assists you to keep track of your business, and analyze reports. The KDS system provides you with in-depth reports, so you can track the average time to complete an order and resources used in a particular order.
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				        		Self-Ordering Kiosk

				        		
				        				21.5” portrait mode - fully autonomous self ordering Kiosk mode.
	Comes in Floor standing and table setup
	Customized self-ordering screen
	Ability to place orders and payments from the kiosk


				        		

				        		
				        		
				        			Recommended for:

				        			
				        				Ovvi’s self ordering Kiosk makes it easier for customers to place orders in a few magical taps. The customers also get the option of customizing their favorite items, adding convenience and efficiency while placing orders.
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	                        	Boneheadz Sports Bar

								
									Ovvi POS is easy to work with. The back office and menu screens are very easy to setup and understand. Creating new menu items and adding modifiers works well and its very streamlines. This software has lots of features and the best part is customer loyalty and gift cards are built in

								

                        	

                        

                        
                        	
	                        	Chesters Chicken

								
									We have always received Great Service and Support from Ovvi tech support specialist. They always pick up the phone and resolve issues in a timely manner. Very impressed.

								

							

                        

                        
                        	
	                        	Cavaliers Steak House

								
									We were looking for a mobile tablet solution for our exclusive steak house and Ovvi delivered the best solution available with our budget. Now with their support, we are running 20 tablets and our average ticket amounts have gone higher and our wait times have gone lower. Very happy.

								

							

                        

                    

                

			

		

	










    

        

            

                Schedule an Online Demo


                Get a free Restaurant or Retail POS online demo of Ovvi
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                        Yes, I want a demo


                        

                            	Catered to your restaurant or retail stores unique needs.
	We will follow up with a customized quote built just for you based on your ideal hardware and software requirements.
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                            Cloud Back Office Demo

                        


                    


                


            


        


    















    

        

            
                            Schedule an Online Demo

                Grab Your Free Demo for Ovvi Restaurant, Retail, and Salon POS Today!

                
                    	Designed carefully to meet the special needs of your restaurant, retail store, and salon.
	Our exclusive quote considers the hardware and software requirements for your restaurant, retail store, and salon.
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                Ready to start your business setup just right? Drop us a line or two at: [email protected]


            


            

                
                


        




        

            

                Email Us


                [email protected]


                Call Us


                (346) POS-OVVI 
 (346) 767-6884


                Address


                13003 SW Freeway, Ste # 100 
Stafford, TX 77477
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            This website uses cookies to enhance your online experience, and to display offers based on your browsing activity. Visit our Privacy Policy to view the Cookie Policy.
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